Reference copies

Photocopies .25
Low resolution scans .50

Minimum charge of $5.00

High-resolution images and transcriptions

Personal or research use

USM students 5.00
USM employees & non-USM students 10.00
Non-profits & alumni 25.00
Commercial 50.00

Book, periodical, broadcast, film, internet or multi-media usage

NOTE: Fees apply to first two items, thereafter Personal or research fees above apply.

Still image, USM affiliated

Single language/country 25.00
Single language/worldwide &/or internet 50.00
All languages/worldwide &/or internet 75.00

Still image, Non-profit

Single language/country 50.00
Single language/worldwide &/or internet 100.00
All languages/worldwide &/or internet 125.00

Still image, Profit

Single language/country 100.00
Single language/worldwide &/or internet 175.00
All languages/worldwide &/or internet 250.00

Non-book Commercial print usage (bookplates, coffee mugs, etc)

Non-profit, <1,000 reproductions 180.00
Non-profit, >1,000 reproductions 300.00 limit 10,000

Profit, <1,000 reproductions 375.00
Profit, >1,000 reproductions 750.00

Exhibition or display

Contact Special Collections